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ABSTRACT
Predicting the Impact of Weather on Rural Travel Times Using Now-Cast Weather
Forecast Data
by
Manish Meshram, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2020

Major Professor: Douglas Galarus, Ph.D.
Department: Computer Science
This thesis develops methods for predicting the impact of bad weather conditions on rural
travel times based on now-cast weather forecast data. The now-cast data is present time
weather forecast data from the National Weather Service. Traffic speed data is collected
from HERE.com. Data has been collected during the winter months for various highway
road segments in Montana, Nevada, California and Oregon. Predicting the travel time is
treated as a regression problem by predicting speeds at the road segment level. Various
statistical methods are used to understand the data, gain insight and conduct exploratory
data analysis. Multiple Linear Regression is used to model the data along with Decision
Tree Regression and Random Forest Regression. Decision Trees and Random Forests were
chosen to provide greater modeling capability. Through these models we gain insight into
the impact of weather by predicting the speeds for road segments.
(109 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Predicting the Impact of Weather on Rural Travel Times Using Now-Cast Weather
Forecast Data
Manish Meshram
In the states which record extreme weather conditions and high snow in winters, the
travel time to drive between cities can get highly affected due to these bad weather conditions. The present solutions to tackle this problem are largely flow or time related and do
not take weather conditions into account while making the predictions about travel time.
Also these solutions can mostly be used for real time travel and not the future travel. In
addition to that, the studies that have been done in this space are mostly for urban travel
times but most parts of the interstate highways go through rural areas.
This thesis is an attempt to analyze the impact of weather conditions on the travel time
or speed of vehicles on highways during winter months. It uses the weather forecast data
to make predictions on the speeds of various highway segments. The problem of predicting
the speed has been treated as a regression problem and various statistical measures and
machine learning techniques have been used to gain some insights on the behavior of speeds
for various road segments on highways.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In the states with snowy conditions in winter, the travel time to drive between cities can
get highly affected due to the weather conditions. This thesis aims to present the analysis
on the impact of weather conditions on travel time/speed of vehicles on highways.

1.1

Background
The idea of predicting long-distance winter travel times originated with Caltrans. Ian

Turnbull, P.E., formerly Chief of the Office of ITS Engineering and Support for Caltrans
District 2 and now retired, posed this idea as a prospective project idea for the Western
States Rural Transportation Consortium (WSRTC). With Dr. Galarus’ departure from
Montana State University, the project never materialized as a funded effort, but interest
continued. As such, Dr. Galarus offered the project as a thesis topic for Manish Meshram.
This thesis is the result of their work in performing an initial investigation. To the knowledge
of Ian Turnbull, Dr. Galarus and others involved from the WSRTC, no studies or efforts
existed to tackle this particular problem. Of course travel time estimates have been made
in urban areas for years and are now considered common practice. But, those estimates are
largely flow and time related, with predictions covering relatively short amounts of time,
present time conditions to at most minutes or an hour into the future, and using either
historical data or sensor data. The idea behind long-distance winter travel time estimation
is that trips may span multiple days and may be impacted by conditions that arise during
prospective travel. The greatest impact on travel in rural areas is weather, so predicted
weather is a key input. In addition, real-time speed data has only become available recently
to cover rural roadways. Such data has been available in urban areas for many years.
So, with the availability of speed data and weather forecast data covering rural roadways,
it appeared viable to make predictions of long-distance winter travel times. This thesis
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represents a first attempt to make such predictions.

1.2

Related Work
In the research by Tsapakis, Cheng and Bolbol [1], the impact of weather conditions

on macroscopic urban travel times are presented. This study aimed to analyze the impact
of different intensities of rain, snow and temperature levels on macroscopic travel times in
the Greater London area (UK). The time period of this study was around 1 October – 10
December 2009. This study has covered the urban areas for its analysis. The traffic data for
this study has been provided by the Transport for London (TfL) and were collected from
Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) cameras. The meteorological data has been
collected from seven weather stations in the Greater London Area. In the current thesis, we
have collected data for various highways in rural region in United States and more weather
variables are included in the research with covering up larger time frame. In the current
thesis, weather forecast data has been used for the study.
Donaher’s research [2] presents the impact of winter road conditions on highway speed
and volume. The area included in this research was from 21 highway sections across the
province of Ontario, Canada. For highway volume it presents how the winter storms correlate with highway volumes. For highway speeds, it analyzes the effect winter storms and
more importantly the effect of RSI on median speeds. RSI is also known as Road Surface
Index which is a numeric value that is derived from Road Surface Condition variable that
represents the joint effect of weather, winter road maintenance and traffic. This research
has only considered linear relationships between dependent and independent variables. In
the current thesis, we have used non linear models such as Decision Trees and Random
Forests to present the impact of weather conditions on speed of highways.

1.3

Current Work
The main intention for the analysis was to predict the travel time based on weather

forecast data. But, since this is the initial work we have focused on studying the forecast
data which is likely to be equivalent to real time. We call it now-cast data. The now-cast
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data can also be characterized as weather forecast data which is in the time frame of 0-3
hours in future from the time when weather forecast request is made.
The data has been collected from two different sources: The National Weather Service
and HERE.com Traffic APIs during the winter months of 2018-19. The National Weather
Service offers public APIs to get the weather forecast data upto 7 days in future. HERE.com
traffic APIs gives the real time speeds of various road segments on the highway. The analyses
have been done after pre-processing and aligning the data from these two sources based on
time intervals. Since HERE.com offers real time speeds, we have focused on predicting the
speeds of road segments and then studying the impact of weather on these speeds. Chapters
2 and 3 describe the data acquisition and pre-processing steps that are taken to get the
data ready for analyses.
Various statistical methods and machine learning models have been used for performing
the analysis on the collected data. After doing some exploratory data analysis, we have
started the modelling process with Multiple Linear Regression. Multiple Linear Regression
has offered us the simplest models that are easy to interpret. We then used Decision Trees
to study the impact of weather on making a prediction about the speeds of various road
segments. Once that is done, we have used Random Forests to get some insights on speeds
since it is more advanced than Decision Trees. We have also studied several interesting road
segments in depth to search for any pattern on how weather or any other characteristics of
a road segment can affect the speed of that road segment. Chapter 4 presents the rationale
behind using various statistical and machine learning methods. Chapter 5 presents the
experiments that have been done for this thesis and also the corresponding results. Finally
chapter 6 presents some of the conclusions and the future work for this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
Data Acquisition
We identified two data types which were required for our problem, namely weather
forecast data and speed data. We wanted instances of weather forecast data that maps to
actual vehicle speed data during the same time frame. The first thing that needed to be done
was deciding the geographical locations for our study. Since we are trying to understand
the relation of bad weather on travel times, certainly it was good to consider the actual
highways of interest where we knew travel times can get affected by bad weather. These
selected highways have parts that are very much affected by snow. For example, one of the
selected routes is from Verdi, NV to Colfax, CA and goes through Donner Pass, CA which
usually have a high amount of snow during winter season and affects travel time a lot. The
Table 2.1 shows the highway routes that were considered for the data acquisition.
Table 2.1: List of routes considered for data acquisition
Sr.
No.

Route

Distance
covered

Interstate Highways

1

Glendive, MT to Big Timber, MT

301 miles

I-90, I-94

2

Big Timber, MT to Missoula, MT

262 miles

I-90

3

Winnemucca, NV to Verdi, NV

177 miles

I-80

4

Verdi, NV to Colfax, CA

73.9 miles

I-80

5

Colfax, CA to San Francisco

136 miles

I-80

6

Redding, CA to Dunsmuir, CA

53.6 miles

I-5

7

Dunsmuir, CA to Yreka, CA

45.8 miles

I-5

8

Yreka, CA to Medford, OR

51 miles

I-5

After finalizing the geographical locations of interest, we identified the data sources for
weather forecast data and speed data. It is explained in further sections.
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2.1

Weather Forecast Data
The National Weather Service (NWS) is an agency managed by United States gov-

ernment which makes the weather related data including weather forecasts available to
everyone [3]. The National Weather Service offers public APIs for getting the information
about weather related data. We have used these APIs to get the weather forecast data.
These APIs require pairs of latitude/longitude to be sent in the request for the retrieval of
weather forecast data. Since we knew the highways that we want to consider for our study,
we selected pairs of latitude/longitude manually using Google Earth application. While
selecting these pairs we made sure that these latitude/longitude fall on or very close to the
selected highway segments. The number of latitude/longitude pairs for each route is given
in Table 2.2 while collecting the Weather forecast data.
Table 2.2: Number of latitude/longitude pairs consider for collecting weather forecast data
for selected routes
Sr.
No.

Route

Number of Latitude/ Longitude pairs

1

Glendive, MT to Big Timber, MT

90

2

Big Timber, MT to Missoula, MT

113

3

Winnemucca, NV to Verdi, NV

90

4

Verdi, NV to Colfax, CA

90

5

Colfax, CA to San Francisco

87

6

Redding, CA to Dunsmuir, CA

94

7

Dunsmuir, CA to Yreka, CA

62

8

Yreka, CA to Medford, OR

67

The response data from these APIs is received in the XML format which contains
weather forecast data for requested latitude/longitude pairs. This data contains weather
forecast for each pair of latitude/longitude in the intervals of 3 hours up-to 7 days. For
example, if I am making a request to the API now it will contain multiple forecast data
which is 3 hours in future, 6 hours in future up-to 168 hours(7 days) in future. The API
offers several weather variables data for each location(latitude/longitude pair) to work with.
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We are using following weather variables for this study:
• Temperature (Temperature in Degrees Fahrenheit)
• WindSpeed (Wind Speed in knots)
• WindDirection (Wind Direction in degrees)
• CloudCoverAmount (Cloud cover amount percentage)
• RelativeHumidity (Relative humidity percentage)
• LiquidPrecipitationAmount (Liquid Precipitation Amount in inches)
• SnowAmount (Snow Amount in inches)
• ProbabilityofPrecipitation (12 hours Probability of Precipitation percentage)
• WindSpeedGust (Wind Speed Gust in knots)
We collected the weather forecast data hourly. So, this weather forecast data has been
collected every hour staring from 18th Nov, 2018 to 31st Mar, 2019 for all 8 routes. We
have collected 25654 such raw files for weather data which accounts to approximately 28.7
GB of data.

2.2

Speed Data
Speed data is collected from HERE APIs. HERE Technologies offers various products

and services for accessing transportation related data [4]. We have used a free tier HERE
account to get access to the HERE Traffic APIs [5]. These APIs offer real time speed data
for road segments, its data is aggregated and analyzed from sophisticated sources, including
high-quality vehicle sensor data, government sources and historical traffic records. We have
used the same set of latitude/longitude pairs that we used for getting the weather forecast
data.
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The response data from these APIs is received in XML format which contains data
about various road segments that are in the vicinity of provided latitude/longitude pairs.
The variables provided by these APIs are as follows:
• PC (A numeric road segment ID)
• QD (It can have values ’+’ or ’-’ depending upon the direction of road segment)
• CN (The Confidence attribute, which is a number between 0.0 and 1.0 indicating the
percentage of real time data included in the speed calculation)
• FF
JF (A number between 0.0 and 10.0 indicating the Jam Factor, which represents the
expected quality of travel. When there is a road closure, the Jam Factor is 10)
• SP (A number that indicates the average Speed (SP) for the road segment. The average
does not take speeds that are over the speed limit into account. Speeds that are over
the speed limit are trimmed down to the speed limit)
• SU (A number that indicates the average Speed Uncut (SU) for the road segment.
Uncut means that the speed limit for the road segment is ignored. Speeds that are over
the speed limit are included in the average)
This speed data is collected from 18th Nov, 2018 to 31st Mar, 2019 for all 8 routes.
Since we wanted to grab as much fluctuation in speed as possible, we collected the data
every 5 minutes for couple days starting with 18th Nov, 2018 but and then decided to collect
it every 15 minutes for rest of the time frame because of exhausting the free tier account
from here.com. Changing the frequency from 5 minutes to 15 minutes also took some load
off from our data collection servers. We have collected 108582 such raw files for speed data
which accounts to approximately 180 GB of data.
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CHAPTER 3
Preprocessing
For the two data types mentioned in the previous chapter, we needed to take different
steps for extracting the data which can be used for analysis.

3.1

Weather Forecast Data Extraction
The extraction of weather data has been done in two steps. First we needed to un-

derstand the data format and choose the most important elements in collected raw XML
files. Second, we needed to design and implement the algorithm to extract the data. We
have extracted data from all the XML files to corresponding CSV files. CSV files make it
easier to analyze the data using python and its available libraries. The steps involved in
the process are explained as follows.

3.1.1

Understanding the Data Format

The response from the National Weather Service APIs is returned as XML file. This
XML file contains various sections which store the required information. The first important
section is defined in location element of XML. It stores all the latitude/longitude pairs that
are queried in the request. The weather forecast is done on a grid with 2.5 kilometers spacing
between adjacent forecast points. The latitude/longitude pairs we provide in the request are
an approximation of the road and are not perfect and are not evenly spaced. The resulting
points returned by the APIs are rounded to two places with values are interpolated as per
aforementioned grid for the corresponding location. The sample location XML element is
shown in Figure 3.1. Each latitude/longitude pair is given a location-key which is unique
identifier for this pair in a particular document.
The second important section is time-layout. Since we usually get the weather forecast
data for the next 7 days from the requested time, the returned XML file contains various
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<location>
<location-key>point1</location-key>
<point latitude="45.83" longitude="-109.95"/>
</location>
Fig. 3.1: Sample location element in the returned XML file
<time-layout time-coordinate="local" summarization="none">
<layout-key>k-p6h-n12-3</layout-key>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-20T17:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-20T23:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-20T23:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-21T05:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-21T05:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-21T11:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-21T11:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-21T17:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-21T17:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-21T23:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-21T23:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-22T05:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-22T05:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-22T11:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-22T11:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-22T17:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-22T17:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-22T23:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-22T23:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-23T05:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-23T05:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-23T11:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
<start-valid-time>2018-11-23T11:00:00-07:00</start-valid-time>
<end-valid-time>2018-11-23T17:00:00-07:00</end-valid-time>
</time-layout>
Fig. 3.2: Sample time-layout element in the returned XML file
time chunks to classify the forecast information. There can be multiple time-layout elements
in the file and each of them stores information about the time-frame of forecast data which
is reported further in the file. Each time-layout element can contain data for various timeframes for up to 7 days in future. Also, the time interval difference is consistent across
any particular time-layout element. Figure 3.2 shows one such time-layout element with
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the interval different of 6 hours as shown, we can confirm this by looking at the interval
difference between the first pair reported in the Figure 3.2, the difference between startvalid-time and end-valid-time is 6 hours and is consistent throughout.
The third important section is the actual forecast information for locations. The XML
file contains information for each of the 9 weather variables that are used in this thesis
for each location. Also each weather variable information is connected to a time-layout
so we can have different values of these variables for different time chunks. For example
Figure 3.3 shows weather forecast for the Snow Amount weather variable for point1 and it
is connected to time-layout key k-p6h-n12-3. So by referring Figure 3.2 we can say that the
Snow Amount forecast between time-frame 2018-11-20T17:00:00 and 2018-11-20T23:00:00
is 0.11.
<parameters applicable-location="point1">
...
<precipitation type="snow" units="inches" time-layout="k-p6h-n12-3">
<name>Snow Amount</name>
<value>0.11</value>
<value>0.08</value>
<value>0.01</value>
<value>0.00</value>
<value>0.00</value>
<value>0.28</value>
<value>0.52</value>
<value>0.32</value>
<value>0.43</value>
<value>0.54</value>
<value>0.65</value>
<value>0.32</value>
</precipitation>
...
</parameters>
Fig. 3.3: Sample weather forecast information for Snow Amount in the returned XML file

3.1.2

Extracting the Data

We made use of the above 3 sections present in the raw XML file to design the algorithm
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for extracting the weather data into a CSV file. This algorithm script takes the directory
path as input where all the raw XML files reside. This script is developed in Python.
For each raw XML file, we create a CSV file which contains required information for the
analysis. The steps involved in this algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Select one XML file to process. The algorithm keeps on working for every single file
present in the input directory. Below steps 2 through 7 are taken on one selected file.
Step 2: Make a dictionary to store mappings for various “points” present in the file. Each
point represents a latitude/longitude pair. The key in this dictionary contains the
point name and value contains a 2 element python tuple containing latitude and
longitude respectively.
Step 3: Extract all the time-layout elements in the dictionary. The key stores name and value
stores a pandas dataframe for the time-layout values.
Step 4: Select the time-layout which has covered maximum time frame in regards to forecasts.
As explained earlier, forecasts can go from 3 hours to 7 days in future and each timelayout has different time frame coverage for forecasts. We select the time-layout which
has maximum coverage for the forecasts and then align other time-layout elements as
required while extracting the data for weather variables.
Step 5: Create a Prediction delta dataframe based on selected time-layout. This dataframe
contains 2 columns namely PredictionTimeDeltaStart and PredictionTimeDeltaEnd.
PredictionTimeDeltaStart denotes the time-difference between the time when forecast
is requested and start time of the forecast which is in future. Similarly, PredictionTimeDeltaEnd denotes the time-difference between the time when forecast is requested
and end time of the forecast.
Step 6: Find the crossover of selected time-layout with Prediction delta dataframe and use
the resultant dataframe as our time-layout for rest of the steps. All the data that has
been analyzed for this thesis has PredictionTimeDeltaStart value between 0-3 hours
i.e. we are studying the forecasts which are in 0-3 hour range from the requested time.
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Step 7: For each given point, extract data for each of the weather variables as aligned with
selected time-layout. We have total 9 weather variables for data extraction. Each
weather variable can belong to different time-layout, so while extracting we need to
align it properly with our selected time-layout. Each weather variable gets a separate
dataframe for storing the data and once the data for all 9 variables are extracted,
each of the dataframes is combined to form a result dataframe for one point. Repeat
this step for all the points in the raw XML file and keep on adding data to final result
dataframe.
Step 8: Convert final result dataframe to CSV file. This is the final extracted CSV file for the
selected raw file.
Step 9: Repeat steps 1 through 8 for each file in the directory.

3.2

Speed Data Extraction
The extraction of speed data has been done in three steps starting with understanding

the data format first. After getting to know the data we discovered that there are many
road segments in the data that are not on the actual highways of interest, thus we needed
to filter out these segments before starting the actual analysis. We tried different methods
for filtering out this excess data and finally settled on using manual filtering by using the
Google earth application. This method is explained in further sections. Finally we needed
to design and implement the algorithm to extract the data. All the XML files are extracted
into their corresponding CSV files. The steps involved in speed data extraction is explained
as follows.

3.2.1

Understanding the Data Format

The response from HERE APIs is returned as an XML file. The XML files stores the
information about real time speed data for the requested routes. The data is contained in
various XML elements, explained as follows.
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The parent element is RWS which contains the list of roadways. A Roadway can be
defined as a bigger segment of a road which contain information about road segments in
both direction. Figure 3.4 shows a sample RWS element. There can be multiple RWS
elements in a particular file. RWS element contains a list of RW elements.
<RWS TY="TMC" MAP_VERSION="201804" EBU_COUNTRY_CODE="1"
EXTENDED_COUNTRY_CODE="A0" TABLE_ID="17" UNITS="imperial">
<RW LI="117-00072" DE="I-90/I-15" PBT="2018-11-20T17:47:50Z"
mid="e8bac6c2-9577-4637-b761-5feec7375ce6|">
<FIS>...</FIS>
<FIS>...</FIS>
<FIS>...</FIS>
</RW>
<RW>...</RW>
<RW>...</RW>
</RWS>
Fig. 3.4: Sample RWS element in the returned XML file
Roadways are further divided into Flow items. Each flow item contains the actual
location in the form of multiple latitude/longitude pairs which are on the road and the
speed information about them. As shown in the Figure 3.4, RW contains multiple FIS
elements. FIS elements contain a list of flow items. Figure 3.5 shows the sample content
inside of FIS element. Each FI element can only have one direction.
<FIS>
<FI>
<TMC PC="4401" DE="I-15/Exit 121" QD="+" LE="0.22366"/>
<SHP FC="1"> 46.00796,-112.63847 46.00797,-112.63831 46.00808,
-112.63709 46.00822,-112.63558
</SHP>
<SHP FC="1">46.00822,-112.63558 46.00837,-112.63386 </SHP>
<CF CN="0.94" FF="75.56" JF="1.57805" SP="67.43" SU="67.43"
TY="TR"/>
</FI>
<FI>...</FI>
<FI>...</FI>
</FIS>
Fig. 3.5: Sample FIS element in the returned XML file
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As shown in the Figure 3.5, each FI element also known as ‘Flow Item’ element has
one TMC element, multiple SHP elements and finally one CF element. A TMC stores
various information about road segment where PC denotes the numerical identifier for the
road segment, DE is the short information about the road segment and QD represents
the direction of the road segment. QD element can have two values; either ‘+’ or ‘-’.
The combination of PC and QD is unique for a particular route. SHP elements store the
information about the actual locations of the road segments in the form of latitude/longitude
pairs. SHP elements help in determining the geographical location of the road segment.
Finally a CF element which is also knows as the Current Flow element for the location
is comprised of several attributes that describe how traffic is moving at location including
attributes such as SP and SU which give the real time speeds for the segment.

3.2.2

Google Earth Filtering

After investigating the speed data received from HERE APIs, we got to know that it
contains data for a lot of road segments which are in the vicinity of actual highways but
not on the exact highways. We need to filter out these unnecessary road segments data for
appropriate analysis of this thesis. At first we considered making use of the DE element
present in XML file. This element stores the information about the road segment. This
information is mostly in the form of easily identifiable name of that road segment. Referring
to Figure 3.5, we can see that ‘I-15/Exit 121’ is one example of such DE value. We tried
filtering out the road segments based on the interstate highway name that we are working
on, for example ‘I-15’ in this case. We filtered out every TMC element that has ‘I-15’ in it
for our analysis. But we then found out that for all the routes we are missing a bunch of
road segments that are on the highway but do not have the keyword ‘I-15’ in it.
The other approach that we end up using for achieving this task is using Google Earth
application for filtering. Google Earth is an application which renders Earth’s satellite
imagery [6]. It is available in both desktop and web versions. Google Earth offers series of
tools to manipulate the geographical data. Figure 3.6 shows the steps taken to filter out the
unnecessary road segments and generate a metadata file for each highway route of study
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which contains the filtering criteria for the corresponding route.
Start

HERE XML file

XML to KML conversion(Manual conversion on Google Earth)

Filtered KML file

KML to CSV conversion

Final CSV file

Stop
Fig. 3.6: Process for filtering out the unnecessary road segments
Since every file for a particular route always follows similar pattern, we wanted to
make a metadata file which is specific for a particular route which specifies the information
of what road segments to consider while performing next extraction steps. As shown in
Figure 3.6 we performed this process for each of the routes. First we took the HERE XML
file returned as a response from here.com APIs and pulled out the information for all the
segments present in the file and converted it to KML format which is easily interpreted by
Google Earth application. Once we are able to open the KML file in Google Earth, we then
performed manual selection of the road segments of interest. It made a drastic change in
the data and we were able to figure out the data sent by HERE APIs as a response and
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the data that we would actually need for our thesis. Figure 3.7 shows the before and after
filtering snapshots from Google Earth application. Some of the routes had a significant
data reduction. Once we had the filtered KML file ready, we extracted the specific road
segments data from KML file and transformed it into CSV file. Table 3.1 shows a sample
example of such CSV file. The combinations of PC and QD is unique for the route, thus we
used this as an identifier for the road segment. Also as shown in Table 3.1, we are storing
all SHP elements from XML to store the latitude/longitude pairs for future use. This CSV
file is the final metadata file which is used during the speed data extraction steps later on.

3.2.3

Extracting the Data

We have implemented a Python script for extracting the data from XML files returned
from HERE APIs. This python script takes the input directory where these raw XML files
reside and also the metadata file for a route. At once, we can only run this script for a
particular route. The algorithm for this script is as follows:
Step 1: Load the metadata file as a pandas dataframe and add a column PCQD in the
dataframe. PCQD is a concatenation of PC and QD values for each row in the
dataframe. Some of the examples of PCQD are 4400+ 4397- etc.
Step 2: Select one XML file to process from the provided input directory. The algorithm keeps
on working for every single file present in the input directory. Below steps 3 through
6 are taken on one selected file.
Step 3: Locate the FI elements in the file. The HERE XML files follow the element hierarchy
of RW S → RW → F IS → F I.
Step 4: For each FI element, fetch the values of PC and QD and check if they exist in metadata
i.e. if the current FI element is our road segment of interest. If yes then extract the
values of CN, FF, JF, SP, SU, TY elements from the current FI element. Add all
these values as a new row in result dataframe. If the current FI is not in the list of
road segments that we are interested in, then ignore the current FI element.
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Table 3.1: Sample CSV file for speed metadata
PC

QD

DE

LatLong

4401

+

I-15/Exit 121

<SHP
FC=”1”>46.00796,112.63847
46.00797,-112.63831
46.00808,-112.63709
46.00822,112.63558 <\SHP>

4400

+

MT-276/Exit 122

<SHP
FC=”1”>46.00746,112.61772
46.00734,-112.6169
<\SHP><SHP
FC=”1”>...
<\SHP>

4399

+

I-115/Exit 124

<SHP
112.48537
<\SHP>

FC=”1”>45.98137,45.98136,-112.48626

4398

+

Montana St/Exit 126

<SHP
112.57061
<\SHP>

FC=”1”>46.00183,46.00124,-112.57014

4397

+

I-15-BL/I-90BL/Harrison/Exit 127

<SHP FC=”1”>45.9924,-112.53473
45.9924,-112.53443 <\SHP>

4396

+

I-15/Exit 129

<SHP
112.60448
<\SHP>

FC=”1”>46.00655,46.00661,-112.6063

4396

-

I-15/Exit 129

<SHP
113.71626
<\SHP>

FC=”1”>46.78379,46.78348,-113.7159

4397

-

I-15-BL/I-90BL/Harrison/Exit 127

<SHP
112.72215
<\SHP>

FC=”1”>46.40919,46.40836,-112.72157

...

...

...

...

Step 5: Do the above step for all the FI elements present in the file.
Step 6: Convert the result dataframe to a CSV file.
Step 7: Repeat steps 3 through 6 for each file in the directory.

3.3

Alignment and Resulting Data Set
Once we had extracted CSV files for both HERE and Weather data, we needed to align
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Fig. 3.7: Before and after filtering (on Google Earth application)
both the data-sets to prepare the data for analysis. We had latitude/longitude pairs and
their weather conditions in Weather data and road segment and their respective real time
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speeds in HERE data. The alignment process started with defining the criteria of matching
the latitude/longitude pairs from Weather data to nearby road segments as follows.

3.3.1

Metadata for Alignment Criteria

The first step in the alignment process was to figure out the criteria for alignment
between Weather and HERE data. In the weather data we had various latitude/longitude
locations which fall on if not close to highways of interest and their extracted weather
information. On the other hand, after extracting HERE data, we had various road segments
exactly on the highways and their respective real time speeds. We first extracted the
metadata from Weather files and called it ‘Weather metadata’. A typical Weather metadata
file contains ‘point’, ‘latitude’ and ‘longitude’ information in CSV format. Regarding the
HERE data, we already had the HERE metadata file. A typical HERE metadata file
contains ‘PC’, ‘QD’, ‘DE’ and ‘LatLong’ information in CSV format which is also described
in previous sections. More emphasis should be given to ‘LatLong’ column since it contains
all the fine grained latitude/longitude pairs on the road segments and hence there can be
many latitude/longitude pairs in one road segment.
Now for the alignment criteria, we have implemented a Python script. This script
considers all the latitude/longitude pairs from each of the road segments in HERE data
and maps them to all Weather latitude/longitude pairs which are in the radius of certain
threshold value. We have tried various values of threshold ranging from 0.5 to 3 miles for
each of the routes. We wanted to find the minimum value of threshold in such a way that
the final alignment criteria contains every latitude/longitude point from Weather data and
every road segment from HERE data. Finally after running this experiment multiple times
for all the routes we have decided to go with a threshold of 2.5 miles, it does not miss
any data from either Weather or HERE for any route. Figure 3.8 depicts the file samples
involved in this process. For capturing the latitude/longitude pairs in a certain radius we
needed to calculate the distance between two pairs of latitude/longitude and it is done by
using Haversine formula.
By following this process for alignment, we have observed that there is many-to-many
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Fig. 3.8: Alignment of data from weather and HERE metadata
relationship between Weather latitude/longitude points and HERE road segments i.e. one
Weather latitude/longitude point can belong to multiple road segments and one road segment can cover many Weather latitude/longitude points. Table 3.2 shows the count of final
mapping points for each of the routes.

3.3.2

Aligning the Data

After finalizing the alignment criteria, the actual work of aligning the data begins.
We have implemented a script to achieve this. This script needs 3 kinds of information to
work. These 3 inputs are: extracted weather files, extracted HERE files and the alignment
metadata that we have created in the previous step. While performing this alignment task
we have segregated all the files into respective months directories for simplicity. The idea
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Table 3.2: Count of final mapping points for each route
Sr.
No.

Route

Count of mapping points

1

Glendive, MT to Big Timber, MT

356

2

Big Timber, MT to Missoula, MT

503

3

Winnemucca, NV to Verdi, NV

484

4

Verdi, NV to Colfax, CA

690

5

Colfax, CA to San Francisco

1075

6

Redding, CA to Dunsmuir, CA

794

7

Dunsmuir, CA to Yreka, CA

381

8

Yreka, CA to Medford, OR

337

behind the algorithm is to go through each Weather file and find all the corresponding
HERE files and then align the data in the resultant file. As discussed before, we have
collected Weather data every hour and HERE data every 15 minutes so we have multiple
HERE files that map to single Weather file. At once, we can only run this script for a
particular route. The algorithm for this task is as follows:
Step 1: Load the metadata file as a Pandas dataframe and add a column PCQD in the
dataframe. PCQD is a concatenation of PC and QD values for each row in the
dataframe. Some of the examples of PCQD are 4400+, 4397- etc.
Step 2: Select one CSV file from extracted weather files directory. For this selected weather
file we try to get all the corresponding HERE files since one weather file can contain
forecast data upto 7 days in future while one HERE file contains real time speed data.
So there will be many HERE files that map to one weather file. The algorithm keeps
on working for every single file present in the extracted weather files directory. Below
steps 3 through 7 are taken on one selected file.
Step 3: Extract the forecast time frame from the selected weather file. Since, the mapping
of weather and HERE data takes place as per the time frame, the first thing that
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needs to be done is extracting the weather time frame. For doing this we extract the
first point’s information from the weather file. All points will have similar time frame
in one particular file. Ideally the extracted point will only have one time frame i.e.
a single record of start-valid-time and end-valid-time in the CSV since we are just
focusing on 0-3 forecast interval for this thesis and every time frame in actual weather
data is 3 hours apart.
Step 4: From the selected point’s information, extract start-valid-time and end-valid-time
values which denotes the start and end of forecast interval. We need to map HERE
files which occur between these times.
Step 5: Now for the extracted pair(s) of start-valid-time and end-valid-time, we search through
all the files in the HERE folder to identify the HERE files that are inside this time
frame. The names of these HERE files are then stored in the mapping dictionary
which will be used in further steps. As mentioned before, we have collected HERE
data every 15 minutes and typically each weather forecast time frame is for 3 hours,
so we can expect to get around 12 HERE mapping files for each weather file.
Step 6: Once we have the mapping dictionary for the current weather file, all we need to do is
iterate through the listed HERE files and map appropriate data. So, iterate through
all the latitude/longitude points listed in the weather file. For each point, extract
the start-valid-time and end-valid-time for that point, then go through all the HERE
files corresponding to this start-valid-time/end-valid-time by referring the mapping
dictionary. For these HERE files only extract the PCQD rows that are aligned to the
current point, this will be done by referring to the alignment metadata provided as the
input while running the script. So finally at this step we get all the HERE mappings
for current latitude/longitude point. Repeat this for each latitude/longitude point in
the file and keep adding the data to the resultant dataframe.
Step 7: Convert the result dataframe to a CSV file.
Step 8: Repeat steps 3 through 7 for each weather file in the directory.
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CHAPTER 4
Statistical Measures and Machine Learning Models
We have used various statistical measures and modelling algorithms for our analysis in
this thesis. This chapter provides the explanation of these measures and their relevance in
this thesis. We have treated the problem of predicting the speeds for road segments as a
regression problem for this thesis. We have used three types of machine learning regression
algorithms in this research: Linear Regression [7], Decision Trees [8] and Random Forests [9].

4.1

Statistical Measures
Statistical measures helps us understand the data before jumping on to any modelling

process. We have used standard deviation and mean of various data variables which helped
us in carving out the understanding of data [10]. We have also used correlations amongst
variables to gain more insight on how the variables interact with each other.

4.2

Linear Regression
Linear Regression is a linear modelling approach which tries to find out the relationship

between independent and dependent variables in the form of a linear equation. We have
used Multiple Linear Regression since we always had multiple independent variables across
all the models for this thesis. It is a simplest model to start the analysis and modelling
process. One of the main reasons to choose this model is because it can be easily interpretable since once the model is trained then every independent variables is assigned some
coefficient value which can be used to judge and get insights for this variable.

4.3

Decision Tree
Decision Trees are a non-parametric supervised learning method used for classification

and regression. The goal is to create a model that predicts the value of a target variable by
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learning simple decision rules inferred from the data features [11]. We have used Decision
Tree regression for this thesis. The main reason to choose Decision Tree is because the
decision rules of the trained model are very easy to access and interpret. It also assigns the
feature importance values to all the independent variables present in the data set which can
be used to analyze and differentiate the strong and weak independent variables.

4.4

Random Forest
Random Forest algorithm is an ensemble algorithm which uses Decision Trees. We have

used Random Forest regression for this thesis. This has been used because it is an advanced
form of Decision Tree and since we have used Decision Trees we would ideally improve the
performance of Decision Trees by using Random Forests. It provides some advanced configuration settings over typical configuration of Decision Trees. Some of these configurations
are specifying the number of trees in the forest and the bootstrap option. Bootstrap option gives us the flexibility of drawing sub-samples of the data set with replacement while
training each Decision Tree inside the forest.
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CHAPTER 5
Experiments and Results

5.1

Overview
Once the extracted data from National Weather Service and here.com is aligned, we

were able to start with the experiments. The aligned data contained timestamps along with
the weather forecast data and its corresponding real time speed data. It also contained a column called “distance” which denotes the distance between weather latitude/longitude point
and the latitude/longitude point chosen on road segment. After doing some preparation we
were able to run the models for selected routes and get the insights.

5.2

Experimental Environment
All the experiments are run on 18.04 Ubuntu machine with 3.4 GHz octa-core Intel Core

i7 processor and 16 GB RAM. We have used Python 3.6 for performing all the experiments.
We also needed to use swap memory of 16 GB to extend the RAM in few experiments.
We have used python’s scikit-learn library [12] for performing the training and testing
for all the models. In addition to that various other libraries such as pandas, numpy,
matplotlib etc. are used for various purposes. All the trained models have been persisted
by using python pickle library.

5.3

Preparation for the Analysis
We needed to do some preparation and lay down the groundwork before starting with

the experiments. The various steps taken for this are as follows:

5.3.1

Train Test Split
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As explained in the earlier sections of this thesis, we have collected the data from 18th
Nov, 2018 to 31st Mar, 2019. We then divided this data into three sections; one training
set and two testing sets. We wanted to test the trained models on completely new data sets
thus our testing sets have completely different time-frames as compared to training sets.
Various sets and their time-frame is as follows:
• Training Set: 18th Nov, 2018 to 12th Feb, 2019
• Testing Set I: 13th Feb, 2018 to 28th Feb, 2019
• Testing Set II: 1st Mar, 2018 to 31st Feb, 2019
Testing Set I is the smallest data set amongst all three since it covers data for smaller
time frame.

5.3.2

Routes Chosen for Analysis

There are total 8 routes for which we have collected the data as explained in earlier
sections. For our study we chose 2 routes out of these 8 routes. We wanted to cover more
depth and adequate breath of the topic. We chose the routes which are most interesting,
the chosen routes are as follows:
1. Big Timber, MT to Missoula, MT: This route is chosen because Montana has
good amount of snow on Interstate-90. This route is 262 miles long and has 122 road
segments.
2. Verdi, NV to Colfax, CA: This route is chosen because it goes through Donner
Pass, California. Donner Pass is known for getting affected due to high snow in
winters. This route is 73.9 miles long and has 84 road segments.

5.3.3

Historical vs Actual Speed Data

We had to go through some failed attempts to finally reach the correct method for
analyzing. When we first fitted the models we had severe overfitting in Decision Trees and
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Random Forest models. We got to know about the overfitting once we tested the models
on Testing sets. We then tuned the Decision Trees and Random Forest models. Once that
is done, we modelled all the data again. After some time we got introduced to the concept
of historical and actual speed data returned by here.com APIs. There is one variable “CN”
which is returned in the response by here.com APIs. This is also known as Confidence
attribute which is a number between 0.0 and 1.0 indicating the percentage of real time data
included in the speed calculation. According to the HERE Traffic API documentation :
• CN value greater than 0.7 and less than or equal to 1.0 indicates real time speeds
• CN value greater than 0.5 and less than or equal to 0.7 indicates historical speeds
• CN value greater than 0.0 and less than or equal to 0.5 indicates speed limit
• CN value of -1.0 indicates road closed or unable to calculate
We figured out that historical data is problematic for our analysis. Historical data is not
representative of the specific, current condition. At best, it is representative of the average
or normal condition. At worst, it is an estimate of historical, which may be the posted speed
limit. Thus, we needed to get rid of historical data before modelling or any analysis. If we
only want actual data, the HERE documentation recommends to only include speeds with
Confidence attribute greater than 0.7. In addition to that, it also recommends to include
records with CN value equals to -1.0 for inclusion of any road closures. Thus we filtered
out the data based on CN values to get the actual data for analysis. Finally, this is the
correct data to analyze and perform the experiments. We had very few records with CN
value equals to -1.0 which were all in the month of March, 2019. All of these records had
‘null’ Speed values which anyway got filtered out while modelling the data since we remove
all the ‘null’ values before modelling.

5.3.4

Inclusion of New Independent Variables in the Data

Most of the modelling is done based on the 9 weather variables, in addition to that
we thought that inclusion of time related variables would be interesting to study. Thus we
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have added two derived variables which has been used in some of the analysis presented in
this thesis. These variables are as follows:
1. Hour of Day: A value between 0-23 which denotes hour of day for the particular
record. We have used dt.hour method from python pandas library to get the value
of hour of day.
2. Day of Week: A value between 0-6 which denotes day of week for the particular
record. The week starts from Monday with value = 0 and goes till Sunday with value
= 6. We have used dt.weekday method from python pandas library to get the value
of day of week.

5.3.5

Designing Various Data Sets for Modelling

We wanted to study the effect of weather conditions on the speed of vehicles for road
segments, there are total 9 weather variables along with some HERE Traffic variables and
some derived variables. We needed to design various data sets for implementing different
kinds of models during the analysis. These data sets are designed by configuring different
sets of independent variables to feed the models so that it make sense. In all the data sets
“SU” form HERE data is being used as dependent variable. The various data sets that are
designed for the experiments are as follows:
1. Only Weather Variables: This is the simplest data set of all. It consists of only
the weather variables as independent variable and “SU” as dependent variable. There
are total 9 weather variables.
2. Weather Variables with Segment Indicators: We knew that speed of the road
segments may sometimes get highly affected by the geographical location of the road
segment, structure and length of road segment etc. It was critical to include an indicator for road segment in our analysis since every road segment can behave differently.
Since every road segment has a unique id which is given by “PCQD” as explained in
earlier sections, we have introduced this information in the data set. While running
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the experiments, we needed to convert the value of this unique id in various categorical
columns.
3. Weather Variables with Segment and Time Information: It is the extension
of the previous model where we add the two derived attributes HourOfDay and DayOfWeek in addition with all the independent variables that are already present.
4. Segment Wise Modelling: As discussed in the second point, since every road
segment can behave differently, it was crucial to go even granular than the second
model. In segment wise modelling we have divided the data based on road segments
and then modelled each road segment separately. Thus we can have multiple models
for a route in this case. For example, the route Big Timber to Missoula have 122
different road segments hence we will have 122 models by using this data set. This
modelling is different as compared to point 2 which was “Weather variables with
segment indicators” in a sense that this modelling produces multiple models which is
dependent on the number of road segments while the earlier one just produced one
global model which has road segment information.
5. Segment Wise Modelling with Time Information: It is an extension of the
previous model where we add time related attributes HourOfDay and DayOfWeek in
addition to all the attributes already present. Just like the previous one it will generate
multiple models depending upon the number of road segments that are present in the
corresponding route.
After laying down the groundwork, we started with understanding the data by running
the summary statistics and performing Exploratory Data Analysis. After getting to know
the nature of the data, we modelled the data to predict the speeds of road segments based
on weather forecast data. We treated this problem as a regression problem and started
the modelling with Multiple Linear Regression since it since it is one the simplest model
and also it is easy to interpret the coefficients of involved independent variables. We then
modelled the data with Decision trees and Random forests to get the benefit of their greater
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modelling capability. We have used Root mean squared error for measuring the performance
of the models.

5.4

Big Timber, MT to Missoula, MT Route
We wanted to study one route from Montana since we were a little familiar with that

area and also Montana is one of the high snow areas in United States. Interstate-90 covers
a major part of interstate highway in Montana, thus we chose the route from Big Timber
to Missoula. This route is 262 miles long. After checking the HERE API response we saw
that there are 122 road segments in our data, which is a good amount of road segments
to study. We started the analysis with understanding the data by doing some exploratory
data analysis. We then modelled the data to investigate how weather impacts the speed of
vehicles on the route. We also went deep into understanding some interesting road segments;
we chose two good and two bad performing road segments to analyze further for our study.
As explained earlier in this chapter, all the below analyses are done on actual speed data
i.e. the data is filtered based on CN > 0.7 criteria.

5.4.1

Exploratory Data Analysis

We thought of starting the analysis by understanding the data, some of the things that
we did are as follows:

Correlation
Figure 5.1 shows the correlation between the weathers variables. It also includes the
speed variable “SU”. We have seen weak correlations between the speed variable “SU”
and other weather variables. On the other hand some of the weather variables are highly
correlated with each other. We can see this kind of correlation between LiquidPrecipitationAmount and SnowAmount, CloudCoverAmount and ProbabilityOfPrecipitation and
few more.
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Fig. 5.1: Correlation between variables involved in analysis
Time vs Speed
After adding the two derived variables, HourOfDay and DayOfWeek, we wanted to see
if we can observe any pattern between time and speed. We wanted to see whether speed
goes high or low based on particular hour or a specific day. Thus we grouped all the records
present in the data set based on Hour/Day values and averaged out the corresponding
speeds.
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Figure 5.1 shows a plot of Mean Speeds vs Hour of Day, as we can see the speeds tend
to be slower in during mornings/evenings and higher during the day. The speeds are highest
from 14th to 16th hour. Although, the speed scale it goes from 64 to 66.5 miles/hr which is
not a lot of difference to base any strong conclusion.
Figure 5.3 shows a plot of Mean Speeds vs Day of Week. It shows we have higher speeds
on Thursdays and Fridays but again the Speed scale is even more squeezed as compared to
previous graph.

Fig. 5.2: Mean speeds vs hour of day

Fig. 5.3: Mean speeds vs day of week
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5.4.2

Linear Regression

We started the modelling process with Multiple Linear Regression since it is the simplest algorithm. One more reason was we wanted to see how the independent variables
contribute to the prediction since it is easy to interpret the coefficients in Linear Regression. We have used five different kinds of modelling approaches as explained in section 5.3.5.
The training and testing is done on the data sets explained in section 5.3.1.

Only Weather Variables
We ran Multiple Linear Regression on just the weather variables and predicted the
speed defined by “SU” variable from HERE data. One the model is trained, it has been
persisted and tested on different data sets. We got the intercept value of 62.658. The values
for various coefficients are reported in Table 5.1 and the Root mean squared values for
various data sets as reported in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: Coefficients for multiple linear regression based on only weather variables model
Variable Name

Coefficient value

Temperature

1.12806793e-01

WindSpeed

3.41350510e-01

WindDirection

-8.95884222e-03

CloudCoverAmount

-6.50317030e-03

RelativeHumidity

3.31764354e-02

LiquidPrecipitationAmount

1.55982429e+01

SnowAmount

-3.09366402e+00

ProbabilityofPrecipitation

-2.55777657e-02

WindSpeedGust

-1.98945413e-01

If we refer to coefficients for variables we can see that LiquidPrecipitationAmount has
the highest value, although Liquid Precipitation Amount is recorded in inches which have
usually smaller values that most of the other variables so it weakens the argument that
LiquidPrecipitationAmount is the strongest variable in the model. We can say that the
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Table 5.2: Results for multiple linear regression based on only weather variables model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

7.392

Testing Set-I

8.247

Testing Set-II

7.539

model is a good fit for the data since Testing sets RMSE is in the ballpark of Training set
RMSE. Testing Set-I is the smaller as compared to other sets as explained in section 5.3.1,
hence a higher value of RMSE was expected.

Weather Variables with Segment Indicators
In this model, weather variables and segment indicators are used to predict the speed.
For this route, we had 122 road segments thus contributing to 122 more independent variables in addition to 9 weather variables. We have observed the intercept value of 69.364.
Root mean squared values for various data sets as reported in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Results for multiple linear regression based on weather variables with segment
indicators model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

5.217

Testing Set-I

6.042

Testing Set-II

5.333

As we have included the segment information in the model, we have seen a considerable
improvement on earlier model. The training set RMSE has been improved to 5.217 and we
can see the similar improvement in our testing scores as well. If we compare the coefficients
for all the variable we would still see that LiquidPrecipitationAmount has the highest value.
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Weather Variables with Segment and Time Information
This model is an extension of previous model where we have added two more derived variable namely HourOfDay and DayOfWeek to account for affect of time related
information on the speed of road segment. This model is blown out with the intercept of
-9217104340.937147. Root mean squared values for various data sets as reported in Table
5.4.
Table 5.4: Results for multiple linear regression based on weather variables with segment
and time information model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

5.171

Testing Set-I

5.999

Testing Set-II

5.319

Although the results for this model are on the lines of the previous model, this model
is not reliable because of the blown out value of intercept.

Segment Wise Modelling
In this model we trained each road segment separately. The RMSE scores reported in
Table 5.5 are cumulative across all the segments. There are 122 different models since we
have 122 different road segments for this route. Figure 5.4 shows the trend of values for
intercepts and RMSE across the road segments. Here the reported RMSE values are for
training set.
Table 5.5: Results for multiple linear regression based on segment wise modelling
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

5.157

Testing Set-I

6.061

Testing Set-II

5.394
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Fig. 5.4: Intercepts and training RMSE values across different models mapped to each road
segment
Referring to the Figure 5.4, we can see that most of the intercept values are in between
65 to 75 range. Most of the RMSE values are around 5 and they don’t show much relation
with intercept values.

Segment Wise Modelling with Time Information
This model is an extension of the previous model where we have added time information
for each road segment data set. The RMSE scores reported in Table 5.6 are cumulative
across all the segments. There are 122 different models since we have 122 different road
segments for this route. The Figure 5.5 shows the trend of values for intercepts and RMSE
across the road segments.
Table 5.6: Results for multiple linear regression based on segment wise modelling with time
information
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

5.013

Testing Set-I

6.146

Testing Set-II

5.232

This model performs best of all other Linear Regression models for route Big Timber
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Fig. 5.5: Intercepts and training RMSE values across different models mapped to each road
segment
to Missoula. If we see at the Intercepts and RMSE plot in Figure 5.5, we see not a lot of
difference as compared to previous model.

5.4.3

Decision Trees

We tried Decision Tree because of its non-linear nature. We also wanted to check
which independent variables have more influence on predicting speed. As explained in
section 5.3.3, we needed to go through some tuning before finalizing on the correct Decision
Tree models [13]. We had some severe over-fitting before tuning the parameters.

Tuning the Decision Tree
We have performed tuning on four parameters. These parameters are max_depth,
min_samples_split, min_samples_leaf and max_features. All the tuning experiments
are performed on the training data set with weather variables only.
The parameter max_depth indicates how deep a tree can be. For tuning max_depth, we
have trained the model where max_depth ranges from 2 to 40, keeping all other parameters
at their default values. We have also tested all the trained models on all data sets and
plotted the graph of RMSE values. Figure 5.6 shows the graph of RMSE values for the
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three data sets for different max_depth values. We can see that after around max_depth
= 8, the model over-fits the data since we can see continuous improvement in Training set
but both the Testing sets starts to perform poorly. We have finalized to use max_depth =
5 for our training and testing experiments. In addition to that, all the below Decision Tree
tuning experiments use max_depth = 5.

Fig. 5.6: Tuning decision tree max depth parameter
The parameter min_samples_split indicates the minimum number of samples required
to split an internal node. The default value for min_samples_split in scikit-learn library
is 2. We performed this experiment in the similar lines as we did for max_depth; we
trained and tested Decision trees for various values of min_samples_split. The values for
min_samples_split ranged from 10% of the total data to 100% of the total data. For all
the other parameters, we have used their default values and for max_depth we have used
value of 5. Figure 5.7 shows the results of this experiment. As we can see the model gets
worse with the increasing value of min_samples_split. Thus, we have finalized to use the
default value of min_samples_split for our experiments.
The parameter min_samples_leaf indicates the minimum number of samples required
to be at the leaf node. The default value for min_samples_leaf in scikit-learn library is 1.
In this experiment we trained and tested the Decision Tree model on min_samples_leaf
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Fig. 5.7: Tuning decision tree min samples split parameter
value ranging from 10%, 15%, 20% upto 50% of data. The other parameter values are kept
default and for max_depth we have used the value of 5. The results are shown in Figure
5.8. The figure shows that the models perform best for small values of min_samples_leaf.
Thus, we finalized to use the default value of min_samples_leaf for out experiment.

Fig. 5.8: Tuning decision tree min samples leaf parameter
The parameter max_features represents the number of features to consider when looking for the best split. The default value of max_features in scikit-learn library is n, where
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n = the total number of features present in the data set. In our case n = 9 since we are
only using weather variables for all tuning experiments. In this experiment, we have trained
and tested the Decision Tree models on varying values of max_features ranging from 1 to
n. All the other parameters are using their default values and max_depth is kept at the
value of 5. Figure 5.9 shows the results for this experiment. As we can see, models perform
comparatively better in case of higher values of max_features. Thus, we have finalized to
go with max_features = n which is also the default setting in scikit-learn.

Fig. 5.9: Tuning decision tree max features parameter
After performing the tuning experiments, here are the finalized parameter values that
we have used for modelling Decision Trees:
• max_depth = 5
• min_samples_split = 2 (default)
• min_samples_leaf = 1 (default)
• max_features = n (default)
For modelling, we have used five different kinds of models as explained in section 5.3.5.
The training and testing is done on the data sets that are explained in section 5.3.1. The
various models that we have trained and tested are as follows:
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Only Weather Variables
We fit the first model on the data set which only contained weather variables. The
dependent variable here is “SU” from HERE data. The model is trained and persisted to
test on various data sets. The feature importance values for all the independent variables
are presented in Table 5.7. The Root mean squared values are presented in Table 5.8.
Table 5.7: Feature importance values for decision tree based on only weather variables
model
Variable Name

Feature Importance

Temperature

0.2340483

WindSpeed

0.09942661

WindDirection

0.09512786

CloudCoverAmount

0.0217045

RelativeHumidity

0.03033644

LiquidPrecipitationAmount

0

SnowAmount

0.40179498

ProbabilityofPrecipitation

0.02923797

WindSpeedGust

0.08832334

Table 5.8: Results for decision tree based on only weather variables model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

7.339

Testing Set-I

8.171

Testing Set-II

7.602

Looking at the Feature importance values for independent variables, we can see that
the strongest variable is SnowAmount which make sense, since we are considering the data
in winter months. We have looked at the Decision Tree for this model and discovered that
the root node in Decision Tree flowchart checking SnowAmount <= 0.16 for any given
data point. The second most important variable is Temperature. We are surprised to see
that the LiquidPrecipitationAmount doesn’t contribute in making the prediction, which
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was different in case of similar model in Linear Regression. This model performs similar to
its counterpart in Linear Regression. Decision tree has not improved the score substantially
as compared to Linear Regression.

Weather Variables with Segment Indicators
In this model, weather variables are used in addition to the segment indicators. The
data set which is used to train the model have 122 segment indicator variables in addition
to 9 weather variables contributing to total 131 independent variables. The results in terms
of Root mean squared values for this experiment is presented in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Results for decision tree based on weather variables with segment indicators
model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

6.387

Testing Set-I

7.481

Testing Set-II

6.352

We see the similar pattern here just like the one in Linear Regression; addition of road
segment information improves the model. Although, to our surprise its Linear Regression
counterpart has performed well. Also, we have checked the feature importance values for all
the independent variables and observed that most of the segment indicator variables have
not been used while making the prediction i.e. most of the segment indicator variables have
feature importance = 0.

Weather Variables with Segment and Time Information
This is an extension of the previous model where we have added two more variables
namely HourOfDay and DayOfWeek in the independent variables set. The results in terms
of Root mean squared values for this experiment is presented in Table 5.10.
By going through the results, we can see very tiny improvement over the previous
model. On the similar lines as previous model, in this model most of the segment indicator
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Table 5.10: Results for decision tree based on weather variables with segment and time
information model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

6.381

Testing Set-I

7.480

Testing Set-II

6.347

variables do not contribute in making the prediction. In addition to that, two weather
variables that are LiquidPrecipitationAmount and WindSpeedGust have feature importance
= 0 in this model.

Segment Wise Modelling
In this model we have trained each of the road segments separately. Each road segment
data set has 9 weather variables as independent variables. The results in RMSE values are
reported in Table 5.11. These RMSE values are calculated as the cumulative values across
all the segments.
Table 5.11: Results for decision tree based on segment wise modelling
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

5.004

Testing Set-I

6.383

Testing Set-II

5.560

This model has performed better than previous Decision Tree models and also Linear
Regression models.

Segment Wise Modelling with Time Information
This model is an extension of the previous model where we add time information for
each of the road segments thus we have total 11 independent variables for each of the road
segments. The results in RMSE values are reported in Table 5.12. These RMSE values are
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calculated as the cumulative values across all the segments.
Table 5.12: Results for decision tree based on segment wise modelling with time information
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

4.902

Testing Set-I

6.359

Testing Set-II

5.530

If we consider the training data set, we can see that this model has best fitted the
training set amongst all other Decision Tree and Linear Regression models. The performance
of training sets are in the similar lines as compared to its Linear Regression counterpart.

5.4.4

Random Forests

Random Forests are ensemble of Decision trees. We ran our models with Random
Forests because it is more advanced and powerful than Decision Trees. Our initial experiments with Random Forests had over fitting, thus we needed to perform some tuning before
finalizing on the correct Random Forest models.

Tuning the Random Forest
While tuning the Random Forest, we have leveraged the information we had about
tuning Decision Trees. Since Random Forest is typically an ensemble of a Decision Trees,
we have used the already chosen values for min_samples_split, min_samples_leaf and
max_features as we have used in the previous section on Decision Trees. In tuning the
Random Forest, we have performed tuning on parameters max_depth and n_estimators.
We have also tried to test the bootstrap option present in Random Forest Regressor in
scikit-learn. All the tuning experiments are performed on training data set which include
only weather variables as independent variables.
The parameter n_estimators denotes the number of Decision Trees we want to configure in a Random Forest. In our first tuning experiment, we ran Random Forest for various
n_estimators values ranging from 5 to 25 and recorded RMSE values in a plot. We kept
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max_depth = 5 in this experiment. Figure 5.10 shows the resultant RMSE scores for various
values of n_estimators. The second experiment is repeated with same constraints except
changing the value of max_depth to 8. Figure 5.11 shows the result of this experiment.

Fig. 5.10: Tuning random forest n estimators parameter for depth 5

Fig. 5.11: Tuning random forest n estimators parameter for depth 8
By looking at Figures 5.10 and 5.11, we can see that there is not a substantial improvement even if the number of trees in a Random Forest is increased from 5 to 25. Apparently,
the Random Forest with n_estimators value 5 is performing almost similar to all other
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Random Forest models which have higher value of n_estimators. Also after comparing
these two graphs we can see that the Random Forest models for max_depth = 5 has better scores in testing data sets as compared to the models with max_depth = 8. Thus, we
finalized to use max_depth = 5 for our experiments.
The bootstrap option offered by scikit-learn while configuring Random Forest denotes
whether bootstrap samples are being used when building the trees. By default, its value
is true. If we configure it to false then it represents that the whole data set will be used
to build each tree. We tried configuring it to false and ran the experiment again with
max_depth = 5 and n_estimators ranging from 5 to 25. Figure 5.12 shows the result of
this experiment. It is clear that the bootstrap option does not change anything.

Fig. 5.12: Tuning random forest n estimators parameter for depth 5 and bootstrap = false
After performing these tuning experiments, here are the finalized parameter values that
have been used for modelling Random Forests:
• max_depth = 5
• n_estimators = 10
• bootstrap = True (default)
• min_samples_split = 2 (default)
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• min_samples_leaf = 1 (default)
• max_features = n (default)
Once the parameters are finalized, we started with modelling. We have used five
different kinds of models similar to other sections. Once the models are trained, we have
persisted and then tested the models on testing sets. The various models that we have used
are as follows:

Only Weather Variables
In our first model, we predict the Speed based on only weather variables. We have total
9 weather variables hence 9 independent variables. Once the model is trained, we have tested
it on all data sets. The feature importance values for all the independent variables involved
in this model are reported in Table 5.13. The RMSE scores for corresponding data sets are
presented in Table 5.14.
Table 5.13: Feature importance values for random forest based on only weather variables
model
Variable Name

Feature Importance

Temperature

0.23453853

WindSpeed

0.09787278

WindDirection

0.09961544

CloudCoverAmount

0.02252209

RelativeHumidity

0.02965289

LiquidPrecipitationAmount

0.00005506

SnowAmount

0.40141400

ProbabilityofPrecipitation

0.02783236

WindSpeedGust

0.08649680

If we look at the feature importance values, we see that the values are on similar lines
as its counterpart model in Decision Trees. SnowAmount and Temperature are amongst
the strongest independent variables. LiquidPrecipitationAmount is the weakest variable. If
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Table 5.14: Results for random forest based on only weather variables model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

7.334

Testing Set-I

8.171

Testing Set-II

7.600

we compare the performance, this model performs similar to its Decision Tree counterpart
model.

Weather Variables with Segment Indicators
In this model we include road segment information in terms of segment indicator variables in addition to weather variables. Thus, the data set for this model have 9 weather
variables and 122 segment indicator variables which contribute to 131 independent variables.
The RMSE scores for this experiment are reported in Table 5.15.
Table 5.15: Results for random forest based on weather variables with segment indicators
model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

6.386

Testing Set-I

7.482

Testing Set-II

6.353

This model has definitely improved over the previous model. We have seen this kind
of behavior in other algorithms as well, when we included road segment information in the
data set. Although, it is surprising to see that this Random Forest model is not a substantial
improvement over its Decision Tree counterpart. Also, after checking the feature importance
values for all the independent variables we have seen that only some of the segment indicator
variables are being used to make the prediction and all the other segment indicator variables
have feature importance = 0. We have also seen that LiquidPrecipitationAmount have
feature importance = 0.
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Weather Variables with Segment and Time Information
This model is an extension of the previous model where we add two derived independent
variables HourOfDay and DayOfWeek in addition to the segment indicator variables. The
RMSE scores for this model are reported in Table 5.36.
Table 5.16: Results for random forest based on weather variables with segment and time
information model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

6.380

Testing Set-I

7.480

Testing Set-II

6.346

We have total 133 independent variables in this model. After going through the feature
importance values for these variables, we have seen that only few segment indicators are
being used while making a prediction from the model, most of them have feature importance
= 0. On the other hand, all the weather variables and two derived time information variables
are contributing in the prediction except LiquidPrecipitationAmount which has feature
importance = 0. In terms of performance, we can see a slight improvement over previous
model where we did not include time information.

Segment Wise Modelling
In this model we have trained each of the road segments separately. Each of the road
segments have information about the 9 weather variables in their data set. The results in
terms of RMSE scores are reported in Table 5.17 for this experiment. The RMSE values
presented in the table are cumulative across all the segments.
This model has performed better than previous three Random Forest models. But
again, it has only tiny improvement over its Decision Tree counterpart.

Segment Wise Modelling with Time Information
This model is an extension of the previous model, here we add time information for
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Table 5.17: Results for random forest based on segment wise modelling
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

4.964

Testing Set-I

6.253

Testing Set-II

5.499

each of the road segments in addition to the weather variables. Thus there are total 11
independent variables in the data set for each road segment. The result RMSE scores are
presented in Table 5.18 for this model. These RMSE scores are calculated cumulatively
across all the road segments.
Table 5.18: Results for random forest based on segment wise modelling with time information
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

4.986

Testing Set-I

6.556

Testing Set-II

5.511

The results for this model are approximately in the same range as the previous model.
Also if we compare this model to its Decision Tree counterpart, the performance is almost
similar. Hence there is not much improvement over corresponding Decision Tree model.

5.4.5

Modelling Results

The Table 5.19 shows all results for the modelling we did for this route. The models
that are referred in the table are for the five different kinds of data sets explained in section
5.3.5.

5.4.6

Studying Good and Bad Performing Road Segments

Once we were done with modelling, we wanted to go more deep into understanding
the behavior of road segments. We decided to study two good performing and two bad
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Table 5.19: Modelling results for Big Timber to Missoula route
Model
Type

Model-I

Model-II

Model-III

Model-IV

Model-V

Dataset

Linear
Regression

Decision Tree

Random Forest

Training

7.392

7.339

7.334

Testing Set-I

8.247

8.171

8.171

Testing Set-II

7.539

7.602

7.600

Training

5.217

6.837

6.386

Testing Set-I

6.042

7.481

7.482

Testing Set-II

5.333

6.352

6.353

Training

5.171

6.381

6.380

Testing Set-I

5.999

7.480

7.480

Testing Set-II

5.319

6.347

6.346

Training

5.157

5.004

4.964

Testing Set-I

6.061

6.383

6.253

Testing Set-II

5.394

5.560

5.499

Training

5.013

4.902

4.986

Testing Set-I

6.146

6.359

6.556

Testing Set-II

5.232

5.530

5.511

performing road segments to get the idea of what contributes to performance of the road
segment. After going through the results of all the 122 road segments for this route, we
have decided to choose following road segments for our study:
• Good segments
– Exit 179 (4354-)
– I-90-BL/US-12/Van Buren St/Exit 105 (4369+)
• Bad segments
– Jackson Crk Road/Exit 319 (4284-)
– Homestake Pass/Exit 233 (4299+)
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We started our analysis by going through the summary statistics and some general
information about for these road segments. The analysis is presented in further sections.

Summary Statistics
In this experiment we computed the summary statistics which seemed compelling for
the selected road segments. Table 5.20 shows these measures. The column “Data Points
Count” shows the number of data points we used for our analyses for the corresponding
road segment. “Mean Speed” denotes the mean speed across all the data points for the
corresponding road segment. The next column is for standard deviation of speed for the
road segment and finally we have Linear Regression RMSE scores for each of the road
segments.
Table 5.20: Summary statistics and RMSE (linear regression) for chosen segments
Segment

Data
Count

4354-

Points

Mean Speed

Standard deviation of Speed

RMSE

63684

69.45168834

3.960123676

3.818

4369+

56430

64.10464221

4.208483039

3.942

4284-

128688

60.85020234

8.581829396

8.181

4299+

189340

51.91341713

7.376615873

7.240

After analyzing Table 5.20 for these 4 segments, we can see that the road segments
having higher mean speeds are performing better than the road segments that have low
mean speeds. In addition to that we can also see that the faster segments have low standard deviation of speeds and the RMSE scores are better for the segments which have low
standard deviation of speeds. In the other words; the road segments that are faster and do
not fluctuate a lot in terms of speeds perform better than the others. This is true for the
chosen segments, we wanted to know if this can be stated for other road segments as well.
Thus, we have plotted “Mean Speed” and “Standard Deviation” values for all the segments
present in the route against the RMSE scores, Figure 5.13 and 5.14 show the corresponding
plots.
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Fig. 5.13: Mean speed of road segments vs RMSE

Fig. 5.14: Standard deviation of road segments vs RMSE
By looking at Figure 5.13, we can say that there is a slightly weak positive relation
between mean speed and performance of the road segments i.e. higher speeds means better
performance (low RMSE values represents high performance). Also it looks like we have
comparatively higher number of road segments that are in the faster category since most of
the road segments have mean speed between 65 and 70 mph.
Figure 5.14 shows a strong inverse relationship between standard deviation of speed
and performance of road segment. In other words, we can say that the road segment will
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perform better if it has low standard deviation of speed. We wanted to explore more about
why the road segments are faster or slower to gain more knowledge about their behavior,
accessing the geographical location of these road segments seemed empirical.

Geographical Location of the Selected Segments
From the previous experiments we have observed that the good performing segments
are also the segments which are faster i.e. these segments have higher values of mean speeds.
To gain more knowledge, we decided to study their geographical locations and the shapes
of these road segments. We have used Google earth application for this task. Figure 5.15
shows the Google earth snapshot for good performing segments and Figure 5.16 shows the
Google earth snapshot of bad performing road segments.
By observing these segments we see that good performing segments are pretty straight
in nature and bad performing segments are not. That might be a reason of being faster
as we have seen most of the good performing segments have higher mean speeds. Also at
first we thought that the bad performing road segments may lie close to the city since there
might be slow speeds around cities as compared to highways that are far from cities, but
this is not always true as we can see that 4269+ is close to city but it is still very fast. In
addition to that, the bad performing segments seems to be present around higher elevation.
One of our bad performing segment is 4299+ which is on Homestake Pass. Homestake Pass
is known for slower speeds during winter months because of high snow and elevation.

Effects of Hour of Day on Speed
Checking if the speeds increase or decrease in regards to a particular hour of day seemed
like a good perspective to get more depth into our problem. For analyzing this, we have
plotted mean speeds based on each hour against hour of day for our selected road segments.
Figure 5.17 shows such a graph for good performing segments and Figure 5.18 shows a
graph for bad performing segments.
Just by looking at the graphs we can see that the Speed ranges presented by both the
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 are pretty different. The lowest speeds in good performing segments
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Fig. 5.15: Geographical locations for good performing road segments
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Fig. 5.16: Geographical locations for bad performing road segments
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Fig. 5.17: Hour of day vs speed for good performing road segments
are in 60s while in case of bad performing segments it is in 50s. For good performing segments, we observed that they achieve their respective peak speeds in between 10th and 20th
hours, we can see a slightly similar pattern in their graphs. But in case of bad performing
segments, we did not see any correlation or pattern.

Comparison of Coefficients/Feature Importance Values from Different Models
Once we are done with modelling, we wanted to know more about how different models
perform on these selected segments. We also wanted to know how the independent variables
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Fig. 5.18: Hour of day vs speed for bad performing road segments
perform and influence each of the models. Thus, we started with analyzing the coefficients
for all the variables in Linear Regression model. Figure 5.19 shows the comparison plot of
these variables. We then took similar approach while studying feature importance values
for Decision Tree and Random Forest models. Figure 5.20 shows the Decision Tree feature
importance values for all the weather variables for selected road segments. Figure 5.21
shows the feature importance values for weather variables for Random Forest. All the plots
below consider the models where we have used weather variables as independent variables
not including the time information.
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Fig. 5.19: Linear regression coefficients for selected road segments

Fig. 5.20: Decision trees feature importance values for selected road segments
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Fig. 5.21: Random forests feature importance values for selected road segments
In case of Linear Regression, we can see that the LiquidPrecipitationAmount has highest coefficient values which was always the case even if we consider a Linear Regression
global model presented in section 5.4.2. One of the reason behind this is the actual values of
LiquidPrecipitationAmount are very small. The second strongest variable is SnowAmount.
Apart from these variables, most other variables show pretty much similar strength, except
WindSpeed for “4369+”. For “4369+”, WindSpeed have negative effect on the speed of
road segment.
If we analyze Figure 5.20 - feature importance values for Decision Trees and Figure
5.21 - feature importance values for Random Forests, we can see that these two plots are
very similar. Since Random Forests are ensemble of Decision Trees, it was anticipated that
they value the variables in similar manner. Interesting thing is, for both of these algorithms
LiquidPrecipitationAmount is amongst the weakest variables which is pretty opposite than
Linear Regression. The most strong variable is SnowAmount, which makes sense since our
data is collected in winter months and snow plays a strong role in slowing down the speeds in
these months. Also, we can see that the good segments have higher values of SnowAmount
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feature importance as compared to bad segments. Apart from that 4299+ (Homestake
Pass) looks so much affected by ProbabilityOfPrecipitation as compared to other segments,
that might be the reason that it is amongst bad performing segments.

5.5

Verdi, NV to Colfax, CA Route
We chose this route because goes through Donner Pass. Donner Pass, CA is known for

getting affected due to high snow in winters, thus it was a good opportunity to study the
effect of snow on travel times. This route is 73.9 miles long with 84 road segments. Similar
to the other route, we started the analysis with some exploratory data analysis followed
by modelling. We have used Linear Regression, Decision Trees and Random Forests for
modelling with five different kinds of data sets presented in section 5.3.5. All the analyses
are done on actual speed data i.e. the data filtered based on CN > 0.7 criteria.

5.5.1

Exploratory Data Analysis

We performed exploratory data analysis on the training data set. The experiments and
results are presented as follows:

Correlation
Figure 5.22 shows the correlation between the weather variables. It also includes the
speed variables “SU”. For this route we have seen a little more stronger correlations amongst
speed variable “SU” and weather variables as compared to the route Big Timber to Missoula,
the variable “SU” is always negatively affected by all the weather variables. As expected,
some of the weather variables are strongly correlated with each other.

Time vs Speed
As explained in the earlier sections, we have added two derived variables HourOfDay
and DayOfWeek to study if the speeds can grouped by time information. The first thing
that we did with this newly added information is to analyze if the speeds get high/low
values based on HourOfDay or DayOfWeek.
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Fig. 5.22: Correlation between variables involved in analysis
Figure 5.23 presents a plot of Mean Speeds vs Hour of Day. It can be seen that the
speeds tend to get higher starting around the morning time and remain higher throughout
the afternoon. Speeds usually decline around evening time. We can also see that the range
of mean speeds in this route is less than that of the previous route i.e. Big Timber to
Missoula, the highest mean speeds are around 60 mph for this route. Speeds are highest
from 9th to 15th hours.
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Fig. 5.23: Mean speeds vs hour of day

Fig. 5.24: Mean speeds vs day of week
Figure 5.24 presents a plot of Mean Speeds vs Day of Week. It shows that speeds tend
to get higher on Fridays and Saturdays, although it should also be taken in account that
the speed range for this plot is smaller i.e. it goes from 57.5 to 60 mph. We had more range
in the previous plot where we presented Mean Speeds vs Hour of Day.

5.5.2

Linear Regression

The first algorithm that we have used to model the data is Linear Regression. It was a
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good idea to put the data in a linear model and analyze the variable coefficients. We have
used five kinds of modelling approaches on different data sets explained in section 5.3.5.
The training and testing is done on the data set explained in section 5.3.1.

Only Weather Variables
Our first model runs Linear Regression on 9 weather variables. In this case, our dependent variable is “SU” from HERE data. Once the model is trained, it has been persisted
and tested on different data sets. For this model, we got the intercept value of 56.965. The
coefficients for this model is listed in Table 5.21 and the RMSE scores for different data sets
are listed in Table 5.22.
Table 5.21: Coefficients for multiple linear regression based on only weather variables model
Variable Name

Coefficient value

Temperature

0.1564483

WindSpeed

-0.31841978

WindDirection

-0.00362839

CloudCoverAmount

-0.00956567

RelativeHumidity

-0.01249632

LiquidPrecipitationAmount

-2.27805995

SnowAmount

-1.95818251

ProbabilityofPrecipitation

-0.0592259

WindSpeedGust

0.24390798

Table 5.22: Results for multiple linear regression based on only weather variables model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

9.489

Testing Set-I

11.956

Testing Set-II

9.262

In Table 5.21, we can see that the variables LiquidPrecipitationAmount and SnowAmount
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are the strongest as compared to all other variables. This model does not perform on par
with the model that we have in other route Big Timber to Missoula. Looking at the RMSE
scores in Table 5.22, we can say that Testing Set-II performs on par with Training set.
Testing Set-I is the worst.

Weather Variables with Segment Indicators
In this model, we have 9 weather variables in addition to 84 segment indicator variables
contributing to total of 93 independent variables. We got an intercept value of 57.666. The
RMSE scores are reported in Table 5.23.
Table 5.23: Results for multiple linear regression based on weather variables with segment
indicators model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

9.103

Testing Set-I

11.634

Testing Set-II

8.879

After including the segment indicator variables, there is slight improvement in the
RMSE scores for all the data sets. After going through the coefficients for all the independent variables, we have seen that some of the segment indicator variables are weighted more
that the weather variables.

Weather Variables with Segment and Time Information
This model is an extension of the previous model where we have added HourOfDay
and DayOfWeek variables as independent variables. After running the model, we got an
intercept value of 4311749248.928011. The RMSE scores for this model are reported in
table.
Although the results for the model seems to have improved, this model is not reliable
since the value of intercept is blown up.
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Table 5.24: Results for multiple linear regression based on weather variables with segment
and time information model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

8.917

Testing Set-I

11.784

Testing Set-II

8.626

Segment Wise Modelling
In Segment wise modelling, we trained the models based on each segment. We have
total 84 road segments for this route which result into 84 different models for each segment.
We have used 9 weather variables as independent variables in each of the model. Table 5.25
reports the cumulative RMSE scores across all segments for different data sets.
Table 5.25: Results for multiple linear regression based on segment wise modelling
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

8.886

Testing Set-I

11.664

Testing Set-II

8.820

This model is slightly improved over the earlier presented models for this route.

Segment Wise Modelling with Time Information
This model is and extension of the previous model where we add time information in
addition to weather variables and fit the model for each road segment. We have total 84
road segments thus 84 models in this case. Table 5.26 reports the RMSE scores of this
model on each data set.
This model performs best of all the other Linear Regression models for this route.
Including the time information in the mix of independent variables helps to improve the
model.
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Table 5.26: Results for multiple linear regression based on segment wise modelling with
time information

5.5.3

Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

8.587

Testing Set-I

11.755

Testing Set-II

8.580

Decision Trees

Just like for the route of Big Timber to Missoula, we tried modelling with Decision
Trees for the route Verdi to Colfax as well. Decision Tree gives a good perspective in the
modelling process due to its non-linear nature. We also wanted to check which independent
variables have more influence on predicting the Speed. As explained in section 5.3.3, we
needed to go through some tuning before finalizing on the correct Decision Tree models.

Tuning the Decision Tree
Decision Tree tuning has been performed on four parameters. These four parameters are max_depth, min_samples_split, min_samples_leaf and max_features. All the
tuning experiments are performed on the training data set with weather variables only.
For tuning max_depth parameter, we have trained and tested Decision Trees on value
of max_depth ranging from 2 to 40. All the other parameter values are kept at their default
values. These models have been trained on Training Set and then tested on Training Set as
well as two Testing sets presented in section 5.3.1. Figure 5.25 shows the RMSE scores for
the three data sets for varying value of max_depth. As we can see the RMSE scores have
improved from max_depth = 2 till max_depth = 5 and then the model seems to over-fit the
data. Thus, we have finalized to max_depth = 5 for our experiments.
The default value for parameter min_samples_split in scikit-learn library is 2. For
tuning min_samples_split we have performed training and testing on varying values of
min_samples_split. These values ranged from 0.1 to 1.0. The value 0.1 indicates that
10% of the total samples will be used to split and internal node. Apart from that all other
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Fig. 5.25: Tuning decision tree max depth parameter
parameters were default except max_depth which was 5. Figure 5.26 shows the result of this
experiment. We got to know that smaller values of min_samples_split perform better.
This we chose to go with the default value of min_samples_split for our experiments.

Fig. 5.26: Tuning decision tree min samples split parameter
The parameter min_samples_leaf indicates the minimum number of samples required
to be at the leaf node. For tuning min_samples_leaf we trained and tested the model
for min_samples_leaf ranging from 10%, 15%, 20% upto 50% of the data. All the other
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parameters are kept default except max_depth which was 5. Figure 5.27 shows the results for
this experiment. We have seen that the minimum values for min_samples_leaf performs
better thus we decided to use the default value of min_samples_leaf for our experiments
which is 1.

Fig. 5.27: Tuning decision tree min samples leaf parameter

For tuning max_features parameter we trained and tested the models for various
values of max_features ranging from 1 to n where n indicates the maximum number of
features present in the data set which were 9 in our case. All the other parameters were
kept default in this case except max_depth which was 5. Figure 5.28 shows the result of
this experiment. We have observed that the models having higher values for max_features
perform better. Thus we decided to use max_features = n for all our experiments.
Once all the tuning experiments are done, here are the finalized parameter values that
we have used for modelling Decision Trees in our analysis:
• max_depth = 5
• min_samples_split = 2 (default)
• min_samples_leaf = 1 (default)
• max_features = n (default)
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Fig. 5.28: Tuning decision tree max features parameter
The various modelling experiments are explained as follows:

Only Weather Variables
In our first model we use only the weather variables as independent variables and
“SU” from HERE data as the dependent variable. After training the model we have tested
the model on the training data sets. The feature importance values for the independent
variables for this model are listed in Table 5.27. The RMSE scores for various data sets are
reported in Table 5.28.
If we look at the feature importance values in Table 5.27, we can see that SnowAmount
is the strongest independent variable. After looking at the Decision Tree for this model,
we have seen that the first decision node is based upon the SnowAmount value of <= 0.45
value, then it checks the ProbabilityOfPrecipitation value. As per the table, WindSpeed
variable does not hold any importance. Referring to Table 5.28, we can see that this model
performs similar to its Linear Regression counterpart.

Weather Variables with Segment Indicators
In this model we have added segment indicator variables amongst the independent
variables. We have total 84 road segments, thus for this model we have total 93 independent
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Table 5.27: Feature importance values for decision tree based on only weather variables
model
Variable Name

Feature Importance

Temperature

0.05613627

WindSpeed

0

WindDirection

0.03136372

CloudCoverAmount

0.00219463

RelativeHumidity

0.04684116

LiquidPrecipitationAmount

0.05012647

SnowAmount

0.71346539

ProbabilityofPrecipitation

0.09544216

WindSpeedGust

0.00443021

Table 5.28: Results for decision tree based on only weather variables model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

9.207

Testing Set-I

11.626

Testing Set-II

9.539

variables; 9 weather variables in addition with 84 indicator variables for road segments. The
RMSE scores for various data sets for this model are reported in Table 5.29.
Table 5.29: Results for decision tree based on weather variables with segment indicators
model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

9.174

Testing Set-I

11.742

Testing Set-II

9.534

After going through the feature importance values for all the variables for this model,
we have seen that most of the segment indicator variables are not that important i.e. most
of them have values = 0. In addition to that WindSpeed has value = 0. If we refer Table
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5.29, we can say that this model is a slight improvement over the previous model where we
have just used weather variables for prediction.

Weather Variables with Segment and Time Information
This is an extension of the previous model. In this model we add two derived variables
HourOfDay and DayOfWeek in the mix of independent variables, thus contributing to the
total of 95 independent variables. The RMSE scores for this experiment are presented in
the Table 5.30.
Table 5.30: Results for decision tree based on weather variables with segment and time
information model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

9.075

Testing Set-I

11.717

Testing Set-II

9.482

By looking at the results in Table 5.30, we can say that this model is an improvement
over the previous model. After checking the feature importance values we saw that two of
the weather variables WindSpeed and CloudCoverAmount have values = 0. In addition to
that, just like last model, many of the segment indicator variables have values = 0 for their
corresponding feature importance.

Segment Wise Modelling
In this experiment we model each road segment separately thus contributing to 84
models in total. The cumulative RMSE results for this experiment is reported in Table
5.31.
As always, whenever we refine the modelling on the segment level, we always see the
improvement. This model has performed better than the previous ones.
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Table 5.31: Results for decision tree based on segment wise modelling
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

8.251

Testing Set-I

11.944

Testing Set-II

9.572

Segment Wise Modelling with Time Information
This is an extension of the previous model, where we add HourOfDay and DayOfWeek
variables for each model. The RMSE scores for this experiment are presented in Table 5.32.
These RMSE values are the cumulative values of RMSE across all models for road segments.
Table 5.32: Results for decision tree based on segment wise modelling with time information
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

8.041

Testing Set-I

12.181

Testing Set-II

9.340

This model is a slight improvement over other Decision tree models for this route for
Training and Testing Set-I. In case of Testing Set-II, there are other models which perform
better than this one.

5.5.4

Random Forests

One we have tested out Decision Trees, we wanted to model the data with Random
Forests since it is more advanced than Decision Trees. We needed to perform some tuning
before modelling the data.

Tuning the Random Forest
Since we had already performed tuning of Decision Trees, we knew the efficient values
of parameters for the Decision Trees. We have leveraged that information while tuning Random Forest. We decided to use the default values of min_samples_split, min_samples_leaf
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and max_features just like we did in case of Decision Trees. We have performed few experiments to tune max_depth and n_estimators in this section. We have also tried to change
the bootstrap option which can be configured in the library that we are using. All the
tuning experiments are performed on Training Set and these experiments only use weather
variables as independent variables.
The first two experiments are done for tuning n_estimators as well as max_depth.
In our first experiment, we ran Random Forest for n_estimators value ranging from 5 to
25 with max_depth = 5. Figure 5.29 shows the results of this experiment. In the second
experiment, we ran Random Forest for n_estimators value ranging from 5 to 25 with
max_depth = 8. Figure 5.30 shows the results of the second experiment.

Fig. 5.29: Tuning random forest n estimators parameter for depth 5
As we can see in the Figures 5.29 and 5.30, there is not much improvement even if we
change the max_depth or n_estimators. For the modelling experiments, we finalized to
use n_estimators = 5.
The third experiment is exactly like first experiment except here we change value of
bootstrap option to ‘False’. By default, bootstrap option has a value of ‘True’ in scikitlearn library. Figure 5.31 shows the results for this experiment. If we see the results, we
can see that even changing the bootstrap option does not make much different, hence we
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Fig. 5.30: Tuning random forest n estimators parameter for depth 8
decided to go with the default value of bootstrap option for our experiments.

Fig. 5.31: Tuning random forest n estimators parameter for depth 5 and bootstrap = False
After performing these tuning experiments, here are the finalized parameter values that
have been used for modelling Random Forests:
• max_depth = 5
• n_estimators = 10
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• bootstrap = True (default)
• min_samples_split = 2 (default)
• min_samples_leaf = 1 (default)
• max_features = n (default)

Only Weather Variables
The first model is where we predict the speed based on weather variables only. We have
9 weather variables contributing to 9 independent variables. Table 5.33 shows the features
importance values for these variables. Table 5.34 reports the RMSE scores after we ran the
trained model on different data sets.
Table 5.33: Feature importance values for random forest based on only weather variables
model
Variable Name

Feature Importance

Temperature

0.05667542

WindSpeed

0.0013232

WindDirection

0.03126213

CloudCoverAmount

0.00224489

RelativeHumidity

0.04471796

LiquidPrecipitationAmount

0.049792

SnowAmount

0.71307365

ProbabilityofPrecipitation

0.09780623

WindSpeedGust

0.00310453

Table 5.34: Results for random forest based on only weather variables model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

9.196

Testing Set-I

11.606

Testing Set-II

9.542
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After looking at the feature importance values, we can see that SnowAmount is the
strongest variable amongst all others. This model performs slightly better than its Decision
Tree counterpart.

Weather Variables with Segment Indicators
In this model we add segment indicator variables into the set of independent variables.
Thus, for this model we have 93 independent variables which is a combination of 84 segment
indicator variables and 9 weather variables. The RMSE scores for this model are presented
in the Table 5.35.
Table 5.35: Results for random forest based on weather variables with segment indicators
model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

9.168

Testing Set-I

11.717

Testing Set-II

9.538

Referring to Table 5.35, it shows minor improvements over the previous Random Forest
model where we consider weather variables to model the data. It was a slight improvement
over its Decision Tree counterpart. It is surprising to see that when we include road segment
data in the analysis for Verdi to Colfax route, it does not perform as well compared to when
we did the same thing in case of Big Timber to Missoula route. After checking the feature
importance values for all the 93 independent variables, we have seen that all the weather
variables have non zero values for feature importance but only few of the segment indicator
variables have non zero values for feature importance.

Weather Variables with Segment and Time Information
This model is an extension of the previous model. In this model we add two more time
related variables into the set of independent variables namely HourOfDay and DayOfWeek
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contributing to total of 95 independent variables. The RMSE scores for this model for
different data sets are presented in Table 5.36.
Table 5.36: Results for random forest based on weather variables with segment and time
information model
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

9.073

Testing Set-I

11.713

Testing Set-II

9.482

After checking the feature importance values for all the independent variables we have
seen that two of the weather variables i.e. WindSpeed and CloudCoverAmount have feature
importance values = 0. This case is similar to its Decision Tree counterpart, these two
variables were always amongst the weakest for this route. Apart from that, this model is
a minor improvement over the previous model and it performs similar to its Decision Tree
counterpart. For this route, we have mostly seen that Random Forest does not improve
much on its Decision Tree counterpart so far.

Segment Wise Modelling
In this model we train each road segment separately. Each road segment data set
contains the data for 9 weather variables. Since we have 84 road segment for this route,
we have 84 models for this route. The cumulative RMSE scores for this model have been
presented in Table 5.37.
Table 5.37: Results for random forest based on segment wise modelling
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

8.162

Testing Set-I

11.651

Testing Set-II

9.343

Referring to the results in Table 5.37, we can say that this model has performed better
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than the other models in Random Forests. In addition to that it has perform slightly better
than its Decision Tree counterpart.

Segment Wise Modelling with Time Information
This model is an extension of the previous model where we add two time related
variables in the data sets for each road segment. These two variables are HourOfDay and
DayOfWeek. Table 5.38 shows the resultant RMSE values for each data set. The presented
RMSE values are cumulative across all segments.
Table 5.38: Results for random forest based on segment wise modelling with time information
Dataset

RMSE

Training Set

8.061

Testing Set-I

12.548

Testing Set-II

8.939

By referring to Table 5.38, we can say that this is the best Random Forest model for
route Verdi to Colfax. This model is minor improvement over its Decision Tree counterpart.

5.5.5

Modelling Results

The Table 5.39 shows all results for the modelling we did for this route. The models
that are referred in the table are for the five different kinds of data sets explained in section
5.3.5.

5.5.6

Studying Good and Bad Performing Road Segments

Just like the other route Big Timber to Missoula, it was compelling to analyze good
and bad segments for this route. After going through all the 84 road segments and their
segment wise results, we have chosen these segments for our study:
• Good segments
– CA-174 (5239+)
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Table 5.39: Modelling results for Verdi to Colfax route
Model
Type

Model-I

Model-II

Model-III

Model-IV

Model-V

Dataset

Linear
Regression

Decision Tree

Random Forest

Training

9.489

9.207

9.196

Testing Set-I

11.956

11.626

11.606

Testing Set-II

9.262

9.539

9.542

Training

9.103

9.174

9.168

Testing Set-I

11.634

11.742

11.717

Testing Set-II

8.879

9.534

9.538

Training

8.917

9.075

9.073

Testing Set-I

11.784

11.717

11.713

Testing Set-II

8.626

9.482

9.482

Training

8.886

8.251

8.162

Testing Set-I

11.664

11.944

11.651

Testing Set-II

8.820

9.572

9.343

Training

8.587

8.041

8.061

Testing Set-I

11.755

12.181

12.548

Testing Set-II

8.580

9.340

8.939

– Nevada/Sierra County Line (5179-)
• Bad segments
– Blue Canyon Rd/Exit 155 (5250+)
– Boreal Ridge Rd (5262-)
We started the analysis with summary statistics about the road segments. All the
experiments done for the analyses are presented in further sections.

Summary Statistics
We started with calculating the mean speeds and standard deviations of speed for the
chosen road segments, it seemed interesting to study these measures. Table 5.40 shows
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the information that we have gathered about the road segments. The column “Data Points
Count” denotes the number of data points we have used for our analysis. We have also listed
RMSE scores for each segment in this table, this RMSE scores are for Linear Regression
model when we just used weather variables as the independent variables without time
information.
Table 5.40: Summary statistics and RMSE (linear regression) for chosen segments
Segment

Data
Count

5239+

Points

Mean Speed

Standard deviation of Speed

RMSE

186301

60.34790414

6.312662537

6.139

5179-

84114

60.72474832

7.434241254

6.601

5250+

98747

51.91944981

13.99959174

13.365

5262-

128955

52.26260548

13.38367486

11.340

Referring to Table 5.40, we can see that the road segments with higher mean speeds
perform better than the road segment with lower mean speeds. It is also true that for good
performing road segments, the standard deviation of speed have lower values comparatively.
Overall, we have seen that faster road segments have good performance, but it is just for
these 4 selected road segments, we wanted to see if the similar pattern exists in case of all
other road segments. Thus, we have also analyzed all other road segments. Figure 5.32
shows the plot of mean speed of segments vs RMSE and Figure 5.33 shows the plot of
standard deviation of speed for segments vs RMSE.
As per the Figure 5.32, we can say that our speculation is true; the road segments
having higher mean speeds tend to perform better. Also, we can see that this route is
quite different in comparison to other route Big Timber to Missoula. In this route the mean
speeds are more evenly distributed in the range of 50 to 64 mph, while in case of Big Timber
to Missoula we had most of the segments that are around 65-70 mph and we had scarcity
for low speed segments.
Figure 5.33 shows a stronger relationship between standard deviation of speed for road
segments and RMSE values. It shows that the road segments that have lower deviation of
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Fig. 5.32: Mean speed of road segments vs RMSE

Fig. 5.33: Standard deviation of road segments vs RMSE
speeds tend to perform better as compared to the road segments that have higher deviation
of speeds.

Geographical Location of the Selected Segments
Similar to the other route i.e. Big Timber to Missoula, we have seen that the faster
segments are performing better for this route as well. We wanted to know if there is any
pattern in the geographical locations and the shape of the selected road segments that can
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be generalized to justify the behavior of the road segments, thus we have used Google Earth
application to study the road segments. We took the Google Earth snapshots for our study.
Figure 5.34 shows the Google Earth snapshot for good performing segments and Figure 5.35
shows the Google Earth snapshot for bad performing segments.
Unlike the route Big Timber to Missoula, here all the road segments are straight in
nature for the most parts except 5239+. But again 5239+ is 4.78 miles long, which is
longer than all other road segments. The second longest road segment is 5262- which is
2.64 miles long. Thus, we cannot generalize anything based on the shape and nature of the
road segments which might cause the increase/decrease in mean speeds for road segments.

Effects of Hour of Day on Speed
We wanted to know more on how time affects the speed for the chosen road segments.
For doing this, we have plotted mean speeds based on each hour of day. Figure 5.36 shows
the graph for good performing road segments and Figure 5.37 shows the graph for bad
performing road segments.
The first difference that we have seen among the good and bad performing road segments is that the speed ranges are very different. Good performing road segments have
higher speed ranges as compared to bad performing road segments. This supports the fact
that good performing road segments are the faster ones. Apart from that if we analyze
Figure 5.36, we can see that good performing road segments are at their peak speeds during
the day, mostly between 10th to 15th hours. Referring to Figure 5.37, there does not seem
any strong pattern which is general for both the road segments. Segment ‘5250+’ is at its
peak during 10th to 15th hours but segment ‘5262-’ is at its peak most of the times.

Comparison of Coefficients/Feature Importance Values from Different Models
It seemed compelling to also study the trained models for the chosen road segments.
In this section we analyze the coefficients of trained Linear Regression models for these
segments. We also analyze the feature importance values for Decision Trees and Random
Forests models. Figure 5.38 shows the comparison plot of coefficients for Linear Regression
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Fig. 5.34: Geographical locations for good performing road segments
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Fig. 5.35: Geographical locations for bad performing road segments
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Fig. 5.36: Hour of day vs speed for good performing road segments
models. Figures 5.39 and 5.40 shows the comparison plots for feature importance values for
Decision Trees and Random Forests respectively. All the plots are for the models where we
have used only the weather variables as independent variables, these models did not include
time information while training.
Referring to Figure 5.38, we can say that LiquidPrecipitationAmount is the strongest
variables in case of Linear Regression models, although we already know that LiquidPrecipitationAmount is usually a very low numeric value as compared to other variables and a
linear model tends to give high coefficient value to this kind of variables. The next strongest
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Fig. 5.37: Hour of day vs speed for bad performing road segments
variables are SnowAmount and WindSpeed. We can see that the speed for 5250+ is affected
by SnowAmount, WindSpeed and LiquidPrecipitationAmount, which might be the reason
of slower speeds on this segment and thus bad performance for our model.
Figure 5.39 and 5.40 look similar in most cases. Here we can see that one of the bad
performing segments 5250+ is highly affected by RelativeHumidity and SnowAmount. The
other bad performing segment 5262- is highly affected by LiquidPrecipitationAmount.
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Fig. 5.38: Linear regression coefficients for selected road segments

Fig. 5.39: Decision trees feature importance values for selected road segments
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Fig. 5.40: Random forests feature importance values for selected road segments
5.6

Summary/Comparison for Two Routes
Based on the experiments performed on the routes, we have observed the following

patterns in the data:
1. We have observed a common pattern that whenever we include the segment information in the model in addition to the weather information, it improves the performance
of the model. Although we have observed substantial improvements in the route Big
Timber to Missoula as compared to the other route Verdi to Colfax.
2. In most of the models when we switch from Decision Trees to Random Forests, there
was not a substantial improvements even though. We have observed slight improvements when the model moves from Decision Trees to Random Forests.
3. Amongst the three data sets explained in section 5.3.1 that are used to calibrate performance of the models, Testing-I data set have always performed worse as compared
to other two data sets. One of the reason for this might be that this data set has
fewer data points as compared to other two sets.
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4. We have observed better model performances for 1st route Big Timber to Missoula
as compared to the 2nd route Verdi to Colfax. We have also observed that most of
the road segments from 1st route have higher mean speeds as compared to 2nd route.
This can be seen in the Figures 5.13 and 5.32. We can see that, for the 1st route most
of the segments have mean speeds in range of 65-70 mph but in case of 2nd route the
mean speeds are mostly distributed across 52-64 mph which is a bigger and slower
range than the 1st route.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis has shown the analysis done on two routes namely Big Timber to Missoula
and Verdi to Colfax. We performed various analyses to understand the data set and also
tried to predict the speed of road segments across the routes using various models. We
treated the problem as a regression problem and used Linear Regression, Decision Trees
and Random Forests to model the data. We have designed five different kinds of data sets
to feed to the different models in each algorithm. We have observed that the models that are
dedicated to particular road segments in the route mostly outperforms the global models.
We have also tried to go deep into some of the segments from each route to understand the
reasons behind why their performance is good or bad.
While modelling the data, we did not directly account for the speed limits of the
different segments on the route. This is important because some of the road segments may
have lower speed limits as compared to others and ideally the models should be configured
that way. We got to know about its importance when we have seen that the segment wise
models perform better than global models.
In addition to that, there is a possibility of potential inaccuracy in some instances in
weather and speed data. The collected weather data is forecast data and it is possible that
it deviates from the original data at times, even if it is a now-cast data. As for the speed
data, even with some confidence measures given be HERE.com there is a possibility that
it is not the representation of exact original data at times. These circumstances make it a
challenging problem.
The following things can be planned for the future work:
• Since in this thesis, we have treated the problem of predicting the speed as a regression problem, we can now treat it as a classification problem. This can be done by
classifying the speed delta value which can be added or subtracted to some threshold
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speed value. There are different ways that can be used to define the threshold speed
value; it can be the speed limit of the road segment or mean speed across the segment
or contribution of both.
• We have covered a good portion of I-90 in Montana and a considerable portion of I-80
in California state. It would be good to see the behavior of other routes that we have
collected the data for. We can also include even more routes in the analysis.
• We can collect more data from another year and compare how models behave for
different year. In addition to that, some of the analysis should be done during the
summer time and then it should be compared to the winter time analysis to see check
for any patterns that contribute to different set of speeds during the bad weather.
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